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it is possible only to a limited extent to speak of the work as a 
whole as the perfect embodiment of the totality of possible mean-
mg. 

5. Montage 

I t is important to clearly understand at the very onset that the 
concept of montage does not introduce a new category meant to 
replace the concept of allegory. Rather, it is a category that permits 
a more precise definition of a particular aspect of the concept of 
allegory. Montage presupposes the fragmentation of reality and 
describes the phase of the constitution of the work. Since the con-
cept plays a role not only in the fine arts and in literature but also in 
the film, it is necessary to first clarify what it refers to in each of the 
various media. 

Film is the stringing together of photographic images that because 
of the speed with which they flow past the eye of the spectator, 
create the impression of movement. In the film, the montage of 
images is the basic technical procedure. It is not a specifically artistic 
technique, but one that lies in the medium. Nonetheless, there are 
differences in its use. It is not the same thing when natural move-
ments are photographed as when simulated ones are created by 
cutting (for example, the leaping stone lion in Potemkin, which is 
edited from shots of a sleeping, an awakening, and a rising marble 
lion). In the former case, there is also a montage of individual shots 
but the impression created in the film only reproduces illusionistical-
ly the natural sequence of movements, whereas in the second case, 
it is montage that creates the impression of movement.25 

Although montage is thus a technical device given with the medi-
um itself, it has the status of an artistic principle in painting. It is 
no accident that, apart from 'precursors' who can always be dis-
covered after the fact, montage first emerges in connection with 
cubism, that movement in modern painting which most consciously 
destroyed the representational system that had prevailed since the 
Renaissance. In the papiers col/es of Picasso and Braque that they 
created during the years before the First World War, we invariably 
find a contrast between two techniques: the 'illusionism' of the 
reality fragments that have been glued on the canvas (a piece of a 
woven basket or wallpaper) and the 'abstraction' of cubist technique 
in which the portrayed objects are rendered. That this contrast is a 
dominant interest of the two artists can be inferred from its presence 
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in paintinr of the same period that dispense with the technique of 
montage. 2 

One must proceed with great care as one attempts to define the 
intended aesthetic effects that may be observed in the first montage 
canvases. There is unquestionably an element of provocation in 
sticking a piece of newspaper on a painting. But this must not be 
overestimated, for the reality fragments remain largely subordinate 
to the aesthetic composition, which seeks to create a balance of 
individual elements (volume, colors, etc). The intent can best be 
defined as tentative: although there is destruction of the organic 
work that portrays reality, art itself is not being called in to question, 
as it is in the historic avant-garde movements. Instead, the intent to 
create an aesthetic object is clear, though that object eludes judg-
ment by traditional rules. 
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'Heartfield's photo montages represent an entirely different type. 
They are not primarily aesthetic objects, but images for reading 
(LesebiJder). Heartfield went back to the old art of the emblem and 
used, it politically. The emblem brings together an image and two 
different texts, an (often coded) title (inscriptio) and a lengthier 
explanation <subscriptio}. Example: Hitler speaks, the ribcage 
shows an esophagus consisting of coins. Inscriptio: Adolf the Super-
man. Subscriptio: "swallows gold and spouts junk [literally tin]" 
(see illustration). Or the SPD poster: socialization marches on and, 
in a montage effect, some dashing gentlemen from industry with 
tophats and umbrellas out front and, somewhat smaller, two soldiers 
carrying a swastica banner. Inscriptio: Germany is not yet lost! 



John Heartfield, Adolph - The Superman - 
Who Swallows Gold and Spouts Junk
(c. 1932). Gertrude Heartfield.
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Subscriptio: 'socialization marches' it says on the posters of the 
Social Democrats and at the same time they decide: socialists will be 
shot down"27 (see illustration). The clear political statement and the 
antiaesthetic element characteristic of Heartfield's montages should 
be emphasized. In a certain sense, photomontage is close to film not 
only because both use photography bu t also because in both cases, 
the montage is obscured or at least made difficult to spot. This is 
what fundamentally distinguishes photomontage from the montage 
of the cubists or Schwitters'. 

The preceding remarks do not of course claim to come anywhere 
close to exhausting the subject (cubist collage, Heartfield's photo-
montages); the aim was merely to give a sketch of all the elements 
the concept 'montage' takes in. Within the frame of a theory of the 
avant-garde, the use to which film puts the concept cannot become 
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relevant because it is part and parcel of the medium. And photo-
montage will not be made the point of departure for a consideration 
of the concept for it occupies an intermediate position between 
montage in films and montage in painting, because in it, the fact 
that montage is being used is so often obscured. A theory of the 
avant-garde must begin with the concept of montage that is sug-

by the early cubist collages. What distinguishes them from 
the techniques of composition developed since the Renaissance 
is the insertion of reality fragments into the painting, i.e., the inser-
tion of material that has been left unchanged by the artist. But this 
means the destruction of the unity of the painting as a whole, all 
of whose parts have been fashioned by the subjectivity of its creator. 
The selection of a. piece of woven basket that Picasso glues on a 
canvas may very well serve some compositional intent. But as a piece 
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of woven basket, it remains a reality fragment that is inserted into 
the painting tel quel, without substantive modification. A system of 
representation based on the portrayal of reality, i.e., on the principle 
that the artistic subject (the artist) must transpose reality, has thus 
been invalidated. Unlike Duchamp somewhat later, the cubists do 
not content themselves with merely showing a reality fragment. But 
they stop short of a total shaping of the pictorial space as a con-
tinuum. 28 

I f one cannot accept the explanation that reduces to a saving of 
superfluous effort the principle that calls into question a technique 
of painting that was accepted over the course of centuries,29 it is 
principally Adorno's comments on the significance of montage for 
modern art that furnish important clues for an understanding of the 
phenomenon. Adorno notes the revolu tionary quality of the new 
procedure (for once, this overused metaphor is appropriate); "The 
semblance (Schein) of art being reconciled with a heterogeneous 
reality because it portrays it is to disintegrate as the work admits 
actual fragments (Scheinlose Triimmer) of empirical reality, thus 
acknowledging the break, and transforming it into aesthetic effect" 
(AT, p. 232). The man-made organic work of art that pretends to be 
like nature projects an image of the reconciliation of man and 
nature. According to Adorno, it is the characteristic of the non-
organic work using the principle of montage that it no longer creates 
the semblance (Schein) of reconciliation. Even if one cannot accept 
in every detail the philosophy lying behind it, one will not fail to 
endorse this insight_ 30 The insertion of reality fragments into the 
work of art fundamentally transforms that work. The artist not only 
renounces shaping a whole, but gives the painting a different status, 
since parts of it no longer have the relationship to reality character-
istic of the organic work of art. They are no longer signs pointing to 
reality, they are reality. 

But it is doubtful that one can follow Adorno in ascribing political 
significance to the artistic procedures of montage. "Art wishes to 
confess its impotence vis-a.-vis the late capitalist totality and inaugur-
ate its abolition" (AT, p. 232). That montage was used both by the 
Italian futurists, of whom it can hardly be said that they wanted 
to abolish capitalism, and by Russian avant-gardistes after the Octo-
ber revolution, who were working in a developing socialist society, 
is not the only fact that militates against this formulation. It is 
fundamentally problematical to assign a fixed meaning to a proce-
dure. Bloch's approach is more appropriate here, for he starts out 
from the view that the effects of a technique or procedure can vary 
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in historically different contexts_ He distinguishes between montage 
in late capitalism and montage in a socialist society.31 Even though 
the concrete determinations of montage that Bloch advances are 
occasionally imprecise, the insight that procedures are not seman-
tically reducible to invariant meanings must be held onto. 

This means that one should try to pick those of Adorno's defini-
tions that describe the phenomenon without assigning a fixed mean-
ing to it. The following would be an example: "the negation of 
synthesis becomes a compositional principle" (AT, p. 232). On the 
production-aesthetic side, negation of synthesis refers to what was 
called rejection of reconciliation on the side of aesthetic effect. If, 
to check Adorno's statements, one looks again at the collages of the 
cubists, one can see that although they allow one to discover a 
principle of construction, they do not show a synthesis, in the sense 
of a unity of meaning (one need only recall the antithesis of 'illusion-
ism' and 'abstraction' to which reference was made earlier). 32 

When condsidering Adorno's interpretation of the negation of 
synthesis as a negation of meaning (AT, p. 231), one must remember 
that even the withholding of meaning is a positing of it. The auto-
matic texts of the Surrealists, Aragon's Paysan de Paris and Breton's 
Nadja all show the influence of the technique of montage. It is true 
that at the surface level, automatic texts are characterized by a 
destruction of coherence. But an interpretation that does not confine 
itself to grasping logical connections but examines the procedures by 
which the text was composed can certainly discover a relatively 
consistent meaning in them. Similar considerations apply to the 
sequence of isolated events on the opening pages of Breton's Nadja. 
Although it is true that they lack the kind of narrative coherence 
where the last incident logically presupposes all preceding ones, there 
is nonetheless a connection of a different kind between events: they 
all follow the identical structural pattern. Formulated in the con-
cepts· of structuralism, this means that the nexus is paradigmatic, 
not syntagmatic. Whereas the syntagmatic pattern, the phrase, is 
characterized by the fact that, whatever its length, the end is always 
reached, the sequence is, in principle, without one. This important 
difference also entails two differing modes of reception.33 

The organic work of art is constructed according to the syntag-
maric pattern; individual parts and the whole form a dialectical unity. 
An adequate reading is described by the hermeneutic circle: the parts 
can be understood only through the whole, the whole only through 
the parts. This means that an anticipating comprehension of the 
whole guides, and is simultaneously corrected by, the comprehension 
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of the parts. The fundamental precondition for this type of reception 
is the assumption of a necessary congruence between the meaning of 
the individual parts and the meaning of the whole. 34 This precondi-
tion is rejected by the nonorganic work, and this fact defines its 
decisive difference from the organic work of art. The parts 'emanci-
pate' themselves from a superordinate whole; they are no longer its 
essential elements. This means that the parts lack necessity. In an 
automatic text that strings images together, some could be missing, 
yet the text would not be significantly affected. The same is true of 
the events reported in Nadja. New events of the same type could be 
added or some of those present could be omitted and neither addi-
tions nor omissions would make a significant difference. A change in 
their order is also conceivable. What is decisive are not the events in 
their distinctiveness but the construction principle that underlies the 
sequence of events. 

All of this naturally has important consequences for reception. 
The recipient of an avant-gardiste work discovers that the manner of 
appropriating intellectual objectifications that has been formed by 
the reading of organic works of art is inappropriate to the present 
object. The avant-gardiste work neither creates a total impression 
that would permit an interpretation of its meaning nor can whatever 
impression may be created be accounted for by recourse to the 
individual parts, for they are no longer subordinated to a pervasive 
intent. This refusal to provide meaning is experienced as shock by 
the recipient. And this is the intention of the avant-gardiste artist, 
who hopes that such withdrawal of meaning will direct the reader's 
attention to the fact that the conduct of one's life is questionable 
and that it is necessary to change it. Shock is aimed for as a stimulus 
to change one's conduct of life; it is the means to break through 
aesthetic immanence and to usher in (initiate) a change in the re-
cipient's life praxis.35 

The problem with shock as the intended reaction of the recipient 
is that it is generally nonspecific. Even a possible breaking through 
the aesthetic immanence does not insure that the recipient'S change 
of behavior is given a particular direction. The public's reactions to 
Dada manifestations are typical of the nonspecificity of the reaction. 
It responds to the provocation of the Dadaists with blind fury.36 
And changes in the life praxis of the public probably did not result. 
On the contrary, one has to ask oneself whether the provocation 
does not strengthen existing attitudes because it provides them with 
an occasion to manifest themselves.37 A further difficulty inheres 
in the aesthetics of shock, and that is the impossibility to make 
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permanent this kind of effect. Nothing loses its effectiveness more 
quickly than shock; by its very nature, it is a unique experience. As a 
result of repetition, it changes fundamentally: there is such a thing 
as expected shock. The violent reactions of the public to the mere 
appearance of the Dadaists are an example: newspaper reports had 
prepared the public for the shock; it expected it. Such a nearly 
institutionalized shock probably has a minimal effect on the way 
the recipients run their lives. The shock is 'consumed.' What remains 
is the enigmatic quality of the forms, their resistance to the attempt 
to wrest meaning from them. If recipients will not simply give up or 
be contented with an arbitrary meaning extrapolated from just a 
part of the work, they must attempt to understand this enigmatic 
quality of the avant-gardiste work. They then move to another level 
of interpretation. Instead of proceeding according to the hermeneu-
tic circle and trying to grasp a meaning through the nexus of whole 
and parts, the recipient will suspend the sear'Ch for meaning and 
direct attention to the principles of construction that determine the 
constitution of the work. In the process of reception, the avant-
gardiste work thus provokes a break, which is the analogue of the 
incoherence (nonorganicity) of the work. Between the shocklike 
experience of the inappropriateness of the mode of reception devel-
oped through dealing with organic works of art and the effort to 
grasp the principles of construction, there is a break: the interpreta-
tion of meaning is renounced. One of the decisive changes in the 
development of art that the historical avant-garde movements brought 
about consists in this new type of reception that the avant-gardiste 
work of art provokes. The recipient'S attention no longer turns to a 
meaning of the work that might be grasped by a reading of its 
constituent elements, but to the principle of construction. This 
kind of reception is imposed on the recipient because the element 
necessary within the organic work when it plays a role in constituting 
the meaning of the whole merely serves to flesh out structure and 
pattern in the avant-gardiste work. 

By presenting the formal methods of scholarship in literature and 
the fine arts as the recipient'S reaction to avant-gardiste works that 
elude traditional hermeneutic approaches, we have attempted a 
genetic reconstruction of the nexus between the avant-gardiste work 
and those methods. In this attempted reconstruction, the break 
between formal methods (which are directed at procedures and 
techniques) and hermeneutics that seeks to discover meaning had to 
be given special emphasis. But such a reconstruction of a genetic 
nexus must not be understood to mean' that specific scholarly 
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methods should be used in dealing with certain kinds of work as, for 
example, the hermeneutic in the case of organic works, the formal 
in the case of avant-gardiste ones. Such an allocation of methods 
would run counter to the thought that has been outlined here. 
Although it is true that the avant-gardiste work imposes a new 
approach, that approach is not restricted to such works nor does the 
hermeneutic problematic of the understanding of meaning simply 
disappear. Rather, the decisive changes in the field of study also 
bring about a restructuring of the methods of scholarly investigation 
of the phenomenon that is art. It may be assumed that this process 
will move from the opposition between formal and hermeneutic 
methods to their synthesis, in which both would be sublated in the 
Hegelian sense of the term. It seems to me that this is the point that 
literary scholarship has reached today.38 

The condition for the possibility of a synthesis of formal and 
hermeneutic procedures is the assumption that even in the avant-
gardiste work, the emancipation of the individual elements never 
reaches total detachment from the whole of the work. Even where 
the negation of synthesis becomes a structural principle, it must 
remain possible to conceive however precious a unity. For the 
act of reception, this means that even the avant-gardiste work is still 
to be understood hermeneutically (as a total meaning) except that 
the unity has integrated the contradiction within itself. It is no 
longer the harmony of the individual parts that constitutes the 
whole; it is the contradictory relationship of heterogeneous elements. 
In the wake of the historical avant-garde movements, hermeneutics is 
neither to be simply replaced by formalist procedures nor is its use 
as an intuitive form of understanding to be continued as before; 
rather, it must be modified as the new historical situation demands. 
It is true, however, that within a critical hermeneutics, the formal 
analysis of works of art takes on greater importance as the subordi-
nation of parts to the whole, postulated by traditional hermeneutics, 
becomes recognizable as an interpretative system that ultimately 
derives from classical aesthetics. A critical hermeneutics will replace 
the theorem of the necessary agreement of parts and whole by 
investigating the contradiction between the various layers and only 
then infer the meaning of the whole. 
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in understanding the literature of his own time. The matter has been explicitly testified to 
by Asja Lacis: "He also said that his study was not just academic research but had a direct 
connection with topical problems of contemporary literature. He emphasized expressly that 
in his study, he had referred to the drama of the Baroque as a phenomenon that was analo-
gous to Expressionism. That is the reason, he said, that I have treated the artistic problem-
atic of allegory, emblems and ritual at such length" (Hildegard Brenner, ed., Revolutioniire 
im Beru! [Munchen, 1971), p. 44.) 

21. On the problem of the "semanticizing of literary procedures," see H. GUnther, 
"Funktionsanalyse der Literatur," in J. Kolbe, ed., Neue Ansichten einer kunftigen German-
istik, (Munchen: Hanser, 1973), p. 179 ff. 

22. The behavior of the Surrealist self as Aragon portrays it in the Paysan de Paris (1926) 
is governed by the refusal to submit to the constraints of the social order. The loss of 
practical possibilities of action that is caused by the lack of a social position creates a 
vacuum, ennui. From the Surrealist perspective, ennui is not viewed negatively but rather as 
the decisive condition for that transformation of everyday reality which is what the Sur-
realists are after. 

23. It is regrettable that Gisela Steinwachs's study (Mythologie des Surrealismus oder die 
Ruckverwandlung von Kultur in Natut' [Neuwied/Berlin: Luchterhand, 1971), p. 71 ff.), 
which correctly identifies the phenomenon, does not have at its command descriptive 
categories that would make possible its precise understanding. 

24. G. Luncs, "Es geht urn den Realismus," F. J. Raddatz, ed., in Marxismus und 
Literatur. Eine Dokumentation (Reinbek bei Hamburg, 1969), vol. II, p. 69 f. 

25. On the problem of montage in film, see W. Pudowkin, "Uber die Montage," in V. K. 
Witte, ed., 7beorie des Kinos (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1972), Pl'. 113-30; and Sergei M. 
Eisenstein, "Dialektische Theorie des Films," in D. Prokop, ed., Materialien zur Theone des 
Films. Astbetik, Sozi%gie, Po/itik, (Miinchen, 1971), pp. 65-S1. See Eisenstein's "Montage 
of Attractions" in Jay Leyda, trans., ed., Tbe Film Sense (New York: Harcourt, Brace & 
World, Inc., 1947), pp. 230-33, and "A Dialectic Approach to Film Form" in Sergei Eisen-
stein, Film Form: Essays in Film Theory, ed., trans. Jay Leyda (New York: Harcourt, Brace 
& World, Inc., 1949), pp. 45-63. 

26. See, for example, Picasso's Un Violon (1913), Kunstmuseum, Berne, Switzerland. 
27. Jobn Heartfield Dokumentation, ed by the Arbeitsgruppe Heartfield (Berlin: Neue 

Gesellschaft fUr bildende Kunst, 1969/70), Pl" 43 and 31. 
28. J. Wissmann, who gives a useful overview of the use of collage in modem painting, 

describes the effect of cubist collage in these terms: the elements that "signal reality" take 
on the task of "making readable for a viewer those pictorial signs that have become ab-
stract." The aim of this technique is not illusionism in the traditional sense. "What is achieved 
is an alienation which plays in a highly nuanced form with the antithesis between art and 
reality," where the contradictions between what is painted and what is real "are left to the 
viewer to resolve" ("Collagen oder die Integration von Realitiit im Kunstwerk," in Imma-
nente Asthetik. Asthetiscbe ReJ1exion [Munchen: Fink, 1966), p. 333 f.). The point of 
view from which collage is considered here is that of "immanent aesthetics;" the problem 
is that of the "integration of reality in the work of art." Barely one page of this lengthy 
essay is devoted to Hausmann's and Heartfield's photo montages. But is is precisely the 
work of these men that would have provided an occasion to test the correctness of the 
view that "an integration of reality in the work of art" occurs in collage, or whether it 
is not rather the case that the collage principle strongly resists such integration, and that 
such resistance makes possible a new type of engaged art. In this connection, see S_ Eisen-
stein's reflections: 
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Instead of a static "reflection" of an event with all possibilities for activity within the limits 
of the event's logical action, we advance to a new plane- free montage of arbitrarily select-
ed, independent (within the given composition and the subject links that hold the influ-
encing actions together) attractions -all from the stand of establishing certain final thematic 
effects- this is montage of attractions. ("The Montage of Attractions," in The Film Sense, 
p.232). 

See also Karla Hie!scher, "S. M. Eisensteins Theaterarbeit beim Moskauer Proletkult (1921-
1924)," in Asthetik und Kommunikation, no. 13 (December 1973), p. 68 ff. 

29. See Herta Wescher, Die Collage. Geschichte eines kunstlerischen Ausdrucksmittels 
(Koln, 1968), p. 22, which explains Braque's introduction of collage by his desire "to save 
himself the laborious process of painting." A short overview of the development of collage, 
which correctly insists on the significance of the technique is provided by E. Roters, "Die 
historische Entwickiung der Collage in der bildenden Kunst," in Prinzip Collage (Neuwiedl 
Berlin, 1968), pp. 15-41. 

30. On the connection between Adorno's aesthetic theory and the philosophy of history 
developed in Dialectic of Enlightenment (Herder & Herder, 1972), see Th. Baumeister! 
J. Kulenkampff, "Geschichtsphilosophie und philosophische Asthetik. Zu Adornos 'As-
thetischer Theorie,''' in Neue Heft fur Philosophie no. 5 (1973), pp. 74-104. 

31. E. Bloch, Erbschaft dieser Zeit. Erweiterte Ausgabe: Gesamtausgabe, 4. (Frankfurt, 
1962), pp. 221-28. 

32. W. Iser has written on montage in modem lyric poetry: "Image und Montage. Zur 
Bildkonzeprion in der imagistischen Lyrik und in T. S. Eliots Waste Land," in Immanente 
Asthetik und iistbetiscbe Re/lexi01l (Munchen: Fink, 1966), pp. 361-93. Starting from 
a definition of the poetic image as an "illusionary foreshortening of reality" (to apper-
ception, the image oaly IPYCS one individual element of the object), Iser defines montage 
as the "side by side" (overlapping) of images that refer to an identical object, and de-
scribes their effect as follows: "the montage of images destroys the illusionary finite-
ness of 'images' and does away with the confusion between genuine phenomena and the 
form of their apperception. That reality cannot be depicted is shown by the overlapping 
(or intersecting) images in the form of an abundance of extremely bizarre views which, 
precisely because of their individual character, are capable of being produced ad infinitum" 
(p. 393). That reality cannot be pictured or represented is not the result of an interpretation 
here; it is assumed to be a fact that montage reveals. Instead of inquiring why it is that 
reality appears as something that cannot be pictured, the fact that it can not becomes an 
ultimate certainty for the interpreter. This places Iser at the diametric opposite of the 
theory of reflection (or mimesis). Even in the images of traditional lyric poetry, he discovers 
the realist illusion ("the confusion of genuine phenomena with the form of their appercep-
tion"). 

33. The application of the categories of paradigm and syntagm to Breton's Nadja is the 
most persuasive part of Gisela Steinwachs's study (Mythologie des Surrealismus). Its short-
coming is that in many instances, she contents herself with the search for analogies between 
surrealist motifs and various structuralist approaches whose cognitive value remains prob-
lematical. 

34. On the hermeneutic circle, see H.-G. Gadamer, Truth and Method, p. 235 ff. How 
the dialectic of whole and parlll in the interpretation of works can degenerate into a schema 
"which implements time and again the unrestricted authority of the whole of the individual 
element," is shown by M. Warnke, "Weltanschauliche Motive in der kunstgeschichtlichen 
Populirliteratur," in Warnke, ed., [)as Kunstwerk zwischen Wissenschaft und Weltanschau-
ung (Giitersloh, 1970), p. 80 ff. 

35. On the problem of shock in Modernism, see the stimulating comments by W. Ben-
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jamin, though their explanatory value would still have to be tested: Uber einige Motive bei 
Baudelaire," In Illuminations, p. 160 ff. In English: "On Some Motifs in Baudelaire," 
Illuminations, trans. lJarry Zohn, introd. Hannah Arendt (New York: Harcourt, Brace, & 
World, Inc., 1968; paperback reprint, Schocken Books, 1969), pp. ISS-200. 

36. See the consistently lively account by R. Hausmann, valuable especially because of 
the many reprints of documents it contains: K. Riha, G. Kampf, ed., Am Anfang war Dada 
(Steinbach/Giessen, 1972). 

37. Brecht's estrangement theory is the most consistent attempt to overcome what is 
nonspecific in the effect of shock and to deal with this problem dialectically, as it were. 

38. See P. Burger, "Zur Methode. Notizen zu einer dialektischen Literaturwissenschaft," 
in Burger, Studien zur franzosischen FrUhaufkliirung (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1972), pp. 7-
21, and P. Burger, "Benjamin's 'rettende Kri tik. , Voruberlegungen zum Entwurf einer 
Kritischen Hermeneutik," Germanisch-Romanische Monatsschrift N.F. 23 (1973), pp. 198-
210. I propnse to deal with the theoretical problems that a synthesis of formalism and 
hermeneutics would pose within the framework of a critique of methods. 

Chapter Five: Avant-Garde and Engagement 

1. See Georg Lulcics, The Meaning of Contemporary Realism (London: Merlin Press, 
1962). 

2. See lb. W. Adorno, "Erpresste Versohnung. Zu Georg Luk:ics: 'Wider den miss-
verstandenen Realismus," in Adorno, Noten zur Literatur II (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1963), 
pp. 152-87. 

3. G. W. F. Hegel, Esthetics, trans. T. M. Knox (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975), vol. I, 
p.517. 

4. See also the 'concluding comment' in this book. 
5.lbe two elements of Luk:ics's theory of the avant-garde, i.e., historical necessity of 

the genesis of avant-gardiste art and its rejection on aesthetic grounds, are also recognizable 
in the essay, "Narrate or Describe," in Arthur D. Kahn, ed., trans., Writer and Critic and 
other Essays (New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1970), pp. 110-48. Lukacs contrasts the 
description, which is functionally subordinate to the whole in Balzac, and its treatment in 
Flaubert and ZoIa, where it exists for its own sake. He refers to this as "the product of a 
social development," but also criticizes it: "necessity can also be the necessity for the 
artistically false, distorted, and corrupt." 
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fo r lack o f better terms, the righ t and the left. On the one hand 
are those who pose an account o f ever-increasing progress to 
ward veris im ilitude in representation, in w h ich Renaissance per
spective and photography are part o f the same quest fo r a fu lly  
objective equivalent o f “ natural vision.”  O n the other are those 
who see, fo r example, the camera obscura and cinema as bound 
up in  a single enduring apparatus o f power, elaborated over sev
eral centuries, that continues to  define and regulate the status o f 
an observer.

W hat 1 want to  do are essentially twro related things: (1) to 
brie fly and very generally articulate the camera obscura model o f 
vision in  term s o f its historical specificity, and (2) to  suggest 
how that model collapsed in the early nineteenth cen tu ry— in 
the 1820s and 1830s— when it  was displaced by radically d if
ferent notions o f what an observer was and o f what constituted 
vision. So i f  later in  the nineteenth century cinema or photogra
phy seem to invite  form al comparisons w ith  the camera obscura, 
o r i f  M arx, Freud, Bergson, and others refer to  it, it  is w ith in  a 
social, cultura l, and scientific m ilieu  in  w h ich there had already 
been a profound rup tu re  w ith  the conditions o f vision presup
posed by this device.

For at least tw o  thousand years it  has been known that, when 
ligh t passes through a small hole in to  a dark, enclosed in te rio r, 
an inverted image w ill appear on the wall opposite the hole. 
Thinkers as remote from  each other as Euclid, A ris to tle , Roger 
Bacon, and Leonardo noted this phenomenon and speculated in 
various ways how it  m ight o r m ight not be analogous to the 
function ing  o f human vision.

But it  is crucial to make a d is tinc tion  between the em p iri
cal fact that an image can be produced in this way (something 
that continues to  be as true  now as it  was in  antiqu ity) and the 
camera obscura as a socially constructed artifact. For the camera 
obscura was not simply an in e rt and neutral piece o f equipment
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o r a set o f technical premises to be tinkered upon and improved 
over the years; rather, it  was embedded in a much larger and 
denser organization o f knowledge and o f the observing subject.
I f  we want to be historical about it, we must recognize how fo r 
nearly tw o  hundred years, from  the late 1500s to  the end o f the 
1700s, the structura l and optical principles o f the camera 
obscura coalesced in to  a dom inant paradigm through w hich was 
described the status and possibilities o f an observer.

It became a model, obviously elaborated in a variety o f 
ways, fo r how observation leads to tru th fu l inferences about an 
external world. It was an era when the camera obscura was 
simultaneously and inseparably a central epistemological figure 
w ith in  a discursive order, as in  Descartes’s Dioptrics, Locke’s 
Essay on Human Understanding, and Leibniz’s critique o f Locke, 
and occupied a m ajor position w ith in  an arrangement o f techni
cal and cultu ra l practices, fo r example in the w ork  o f Kepler and 
Newton. As a complex technique o f power, it  was a means o f 
legislating fo r an observer what constituted perceptual “ tru th ,”  
and it  delineated a fixed set o f relations to w h ich an observer 
was made subject.

W hat I w ill argue is that very early on in  the nineteenth 
century the camera obscura collapses as a model for an observer 
and fo r the function ing  o f human vision. There is a profound 
sh ift in  the way in wh ich an observer is described, figured, and 
posited in science, philosophy, and in new techniques and prac
tices o f vision. Here I want briefly and very sketchily to indicate 
a few im portan t features o f this shift.

F irst, a b it more about the camera obscura in the seven
teenth and eighteenth centuries. Above all, whether in the w ork  
o f scientists o r artists, empiricists or rationalists, it  was an appa
ratus that guaranteed access to an objective tru th  about the 
world. It assumed im portance as a model both fo r the observa
tion  o f em pirical phenomenon and fo r reflective in trospection 
and self-observation. In Locke, for example, the camera is a
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means o f spatially visualizing the position o f an observing sub

ject. 1 The image o f the room  in Locke takes on a special signifi
cance, re ferring  to what i t  meant in  the seventeenth century to 

be in  camera, that is, w ith in  the chambers o f a judge or person o f 

t it le .2 Thus he adds onto the observer’s passive role a more au

thorita tive and ju rid ica l function  to  guarantee and to police the 
correspondence between exte rio r w orld  and in te rio r representa

tion  and to exclude anything disorderly or unruly.
Richard R orty has pointed to  Locke and Descartes as key 

figures in  establishing this conception o f the human m ind as uan 

inner space in w h ich clear and distinct ideas passed in review 

before an inner Eye . . .  an inner space in  w hich perceptual sen
sations were themselves the objects o f quasi-observation.’13 For 

Descartes, the camera obscura was a demonstration o f how an 

observer can know the w orld  “ uniquely by perception o f the 

m ind.”  The secure position ing o f the self w 'ith this em pty in te 

r io r  space was a precondition fo r know ing the outer world. Its 

enclosedness, its darkness, its categorical separation from  an ex
te r io r incarnates Descartes’s announcement in  the T h ird  Medita

tion , “ I w ill now shut my eyes, I shall stop my ears, 1 shall 

disregard my senses.” 4 I f  part o f Descartes’s method im plied a 

need to escape the uncertainties o f mere human vision, the cam

era obscura is compatible w ith  his quest to  found knowledge on 
a purely objective view o f the world. The aperture o f the camera 

corresponds to  a single mathematically definable po in t from  
w hich the w orld  could be logically deduced and re-presented. 

Founded on laws o f nature— that is, geometrical op tics— the 

camera provided an infa llib le vantage po in t on the w orld. Sen

sory evidence that depended in  any way on the body was re 
jected in  favor o f the representations o f this mechanical and 
monocular apparatus, whose authenticity was placed beyond 
doubt.

Monocular, not binocular. A single eye, not two. U n til the 
nineteenth century, binocular disparity, the fact that we see a
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slightly d iffe rent image w ith  each eye, was never seriously ad
dressed as a central issue. I t  was ignored o r m inim ized as a 
problem, fo r i t  im plied the inadmissible physiological and ana
tom ical operation o f human vision. A  m onocular model, on the 
other hand, precluded the d ifficu lt problem o f having to  recon
cile the dissim ilar and therefore provisional and tentative images 
presented to  each eye. M onocularity, like perspective and geo
m etrica l optics, was one o f the Renaissance codes through w hich 
a visual w o rld  is constructed according to systematized con
stants, and from  w h ich any inconsistencies and irregularities are 
banished to insure the form ation o f a homogeneous, unified, and 
fu lly  legible space.

Finally to w ind  up this extrem ely compressed outline, it  
should also be suggested how closely the camera obscura is 
bound up w ith  a metaphysic o f in te rio rity . I t  is a figure fo r the 
observer who is nom inally a free sovereign individual but who is 
also a privatized isolated subject enclosed in  a quasi-domestic 
space separated from  a public ex te rio r world. It defined an ob
server who was subjected to  an inflexible set o f positions and d i
visions. The visual w o rld  could be appropriated by an autono
mous subject but only as a private un itary consciousness de
tached from  any active relation w ith  an exterior. The monadic 
v iewpoin t o f the individual is legitim ized by the camera obscura, 
but his o r her sensory experience is subordinated to  an external 
and pre-given w orld  o f objective tru th .

W hat is s trik ing  is the suddenness and thoroughness w ith  wh ich 
this paradigm collapses in  the early nineteenth century and gives 
way to  a diverse set o f fundamentally d iffe rent models o f human 
vision. I want to discuss one crucial dimension o f this shift, the 
insertion o f a new term  in to  discourses and practices o f vision: 
the human body, a te rm  whose exclusion was one o f the founda
tions o f classical theories o f vision and optics as I have just sug
gested. One o f the most te lling  signs o f the new cen tra lity  o f the
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body in  vision is Goethes Theory o f Colours, published in  1810, 

wh ich I have discussed at length elsewhere.5 This is a w ork  cru 

cial not fo r its polem ic w ith  New ton over the com position o f 
ligh t but fo r its articu la tion o f a model o f subjective vision in  
w hich the body is introduced in all its physiological density as 

the ground on w hich vision is possible. In Goethe we find an 

image o f a newly productive observer whose body has a range o f 

capacities to  generate visual experience; it  is a question o f visual 

experience that does not refer o r correspond to anything exter
nal to the observing subject. Goethe is concerned mainly w ith  

the experiences associated w ith  the retinal afterimage and its 

chrom atic transformations. But he is only the first o f many re

searchers who become preoccupied w ith  the afterimage in  the 
1820s and 1830s throughout Europe. T he ir collective study de

fined how vision was an irreducible amalgam o f physiological 

processes and external stim ulation, and dramatized the produc 

tive role played by the body in vision.

A lthough we are ta lking about scientists, what is in  ques

t io n  here is the discovery o f the “ visionary”  capacities o f the 
body, and we miss the significance o f this research i f  w'e don’t 

recall some o f its strange intensity and exhilaration. For what 

was often involved was the experience o f staring d irectly  in to  

the sun, o f sunlight searing itse lf onto the body, palpably dis

tu rb ing  it  in to  a p ro life ra tion  o f incandescent color. Three o f the 

most celebrated students o f vision o f this period went b lind or 

permanently damaged the ir eyesight by repeatedly staring at the 
sun: David Brewster, who invented the kaleidoscope and stereo

scope; Joseph Plateau, who studied the so-called persistence o f 
vision; and Gustav Fechner, one o f the founders o f modern 

quantitative psychology. Fechner’s biography provides an account 
o f the almost addictive fascination w ith  w hich he persisted in 

this activ ity. A t the same tim e in the late 1830s and early 1840s 

we have the visual expression o f these attempts in the late pa in t
ings o f Turner, in  w h ich there is that piercing confrontation o f
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eye and sun, paintings in which the strictures that previously 
had mediated and regulated vision are abandoned. Noth ing now 
protects or distances the observer from  the seductive and sen
sual brilliance o f the sun. The symbolic confines o f the camera 
obscura have crumbled.

Obviously afterimages have been noted and recorded since 
antiqu ity, but they had always been outside o r on the margins o f 
the domain o f optics. They were considered illusions — decep
tive, spectral, and unreal. In the early nineteenth century such 
experiences that previously had been an expression o f the fra ilty  
and the un re liab ility  o f the body now constituted the pos itiv ity  
o f vision. But perhaps more im portantly, the priv ileg ing o f the 
body as a visual producer began to collapse the d is tinction  be
tween inner and outer upon which the camera obscura de
pended. Once the objects o f vision are coextensive w ith  ones 
own body, vision becomes dislocated and depositioned onto a 
single immanent plane. The bipolar setup vanishes. T h ird ly , sub
jective vision is found to be d is tinctly  temporal, an unfo ld ing o f 
processes w ith in  the body, thus undoing notions o f a d irect cor
respondence between perception and object. By the 1820s, then, 
we effectively have a model o f autonomous vision.

The subjective vision that endowed the observer w ith  a new per
ceptual autonomy and p roduc tiv ity  was simultaneously the result 
o f the observer having been made in to  a subject o f new know l
edge, o f new techniques o f power. And the te rra in  on which 
these tw o  interrelated observers emerged in the nineteenth cen
tu ry  was the science o f physiology. From 1820 through the 
1840s it was very un like the specialized science that it later be
came; it  had then no formal institu tiona l identity and came in to 
being as the accumulated w ork o f disconnected individuals from  
diverse branches o f learning. In common was the excitement 
and wonderm ent at the body, which now appeared like a new 
continent to  be mapped, explored, and mastered, w ith  new re-
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cesses and mechanisms uncovered for the first time. But the real 

importance o f physiology lay in the fact that it  became the arena 

for new types o f epistemological reflection that depended on 
new knowledge about the eye and processes o f vision. Physiology 
at this mom ent o f the nineteenth century is one o f those sci

ences that stand fo r the rup tu re  that Foucault poses between the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, in w h ich man emerges as a 

being in  whom  the transcendent is mapped onto the em pirical.6 

I t was the discovery that knowledge was conditioned by the 

physical and anatomical structure and function ing o f the body, 
and in  particu lar o f the eyes. A t the same time, as Georges Can- 
guilhem  has noted, fo r the new sciences in the nineteenth cen

tu ry  the body was a p rio ri a productive body: it  existed to be set 

to  w ork.7
Even in the early 1820s the study o f afterimages qu ickly 

became the object o f a more rigorous and quantitative scientific 

research throughout Europe. Studied was the persistence and 

m odulation o f afterimages: how long they lasted, what changes 

they went through, and under what conditions. But instead o f 
recording afterimages in  terms o f the lived tim e o f the body as 
Goethe had generally done, they were studied as part o f a com 

prehensive quantification o f the ir r ita b ility  o f the eye. Re

searchers tim ed how long it  took the eye to  become fatigued, 
how long dila tion and contraction o f the pupil took, and mea

sured the strength o f eye movements. They examined con

vergence and accommodation in  binocular vision and the 

relation o f image to retinal curvature.

The physical surface o f the eye itself became a field o f sta
tistical in form ation: the retina was demarcated in terms o f how 

color changes hue depending on where it  strikes the eye. Also 

measured were the extent o f the area o f v is ib ility , o f peripheral 

vision, the d is tinction  between d irect and ind irect vision, and 
the location o f the b lind spot. Classical optics, w h ich had stud

ied the transparency o f mechanical optical systems, gave way to
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a mapping o f the human eve as an opaque te rr ito ry  w ith  varying 
zones o f efficiency and aptitude and specific parameters o f nor
mal and pathological vision. Some o f the most celebrated o f 
these experiments were Joseph Plateau’s calculation, in the 
1830s, o f the average duration o f an afterimage, o r persistence o f 
vision, which was about one-th ird  o f a second, and later, 
Helm holtz’s measurement o f the speed o f nerve transmission, 
which astounded people by how slow it  was, about ninety feet 
per second. Both statistics heightened the sense o f a temporal 
disjunction between perception and its object and suggested new 
possibilities o f in tervening externally in the process o f vision.

Clearly this study o f the eye in terms o f reaction tim e and 
thresholds o f fatigue and stim ulation was not unrelated to in 
creasing demand fo r knowledge about the adaptation o f a human 
subject to productive tasks in wh ich optim um  attention span was 
indispensable fo r the rationalization o f human labor. The eco
nomic need fo r rapid coordination o f hand and eye in pe rfo rm 

ing repetitive actions required accurate knowledge o f human 
optical and sensory capacities. In the context o f new industria l 
models o f factory production the problem o f visual inattention 
was a serious one. But what developed was a notion o f vision 
that was fundamentally quantitative, in w hich the terms con
stitu ting  the relation between perception and object became ab
stract, interchangeable, and nonvisual. One o f the most 
paradoxical figures o f the nineteenth century is Gustav Fechner, 
whose delirious and even mystical experiences w ith  solar a fter
images led to his mathematization o f perception, in w h ich he es
tablished a functional relation between stimulus and sensation.8 
Sensor)' perception was given a measurable magnitude solely in 
terms o f the know n and controllable magnitudes o f external 
stimulation. Vision became studied in terms o f abstract measur
able regularities, and Fechner s famous equations were to be one 
o f the foundations o f m odern stimulus-response psychology.

A nother dimension o f the collective achievement o f phys-
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io logy in  the first ha lf o f the nineteenth century was the gradual 
parcelization and division o f the body in to  increasingly separate 
and specific systems and functions. Especially im portan t were 

the localization o f brain and nerve functions, and the d is tinction 

between sensory nerves and m otor nerves. F inally, by 1826 it  
was determ ined that sensory nerves were o f five d is tinct types, 
corresponding to  the five senses. A ll o f this produced a new 

“ t ru th ”  about the body w h ich some have linked to the so-called 

“ separation o f the senses”  in the nineteenth century, and to  the 

idea that the specialization o f labor was homologous to  a special

ization o f sight and o f a heightened autonomous vision, some
th ing  that Fredric Jameson develops brie fly  but provocatively in 

The Political Unconscious.9 I believe, however, that such a hom ol
ogy doesn’t take account o f how thoroughly vision was recon
ceived in the earlier nineteenth century. I t  s till seems to  pose 
observation as the act o f a unified subject looking out onto a 

w orld  that is the object o f his o r her sight, only that, because the 

objects o f the w orld  have become reified and com m odified, v i

sion in a sense becomes conscious o f itse lf as sheer looking.
But in the firs t m ajor scientific theorization o f the separa

tion  o f the senses, there is a much more decisive break w ith  the 
classical observer; and what is at stake is not simply the height
ening o r isolating o f the optical but rather a no tion  o f an ob

server fo r whom  vision is conceived w ith ou t any necessary 

connection to the act o f looking at all. The w o rk  in question is 

the research o f the German physiologist Johannes M uller, the 

single most im portan t theorist o f vision in  the first ha lf o f the 

nineteenth cen tury.10 In his study o f the physiology o f the 

senses, M u lle r makes a comprehensive statement on the subdivi
sion and specialization o f the human sensory apparatus; his fame 
was due to  his theorization o f that specialization: the so-called 

“ doctrine o f specific nerve energies.”  I t  was a theory in many 

ways as im portan t to the nineteenth century as the M olyneux 

problem was to the eighteenth century. It was the foundation o f
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Helm holtz’s Optics, w h ich dominated the second ha lf o f the 
1800s; in  science, philosophy, and psychology it  was w idely p ro 
pounded, debated, and denounced even in to  the early tw en tie th  
century. (Also, I believe M arx was paraphrasing this w o rk  when 
he discussed the separation o f the senses in  his I 844 Manu
scripts. 11) In  short, th is is a m ajor way in w hich an observer was 
figured in  the nineteenth century, a way in  w h ich a certain 
“ tru th ”  about sight was depicted.

The theory was based on the discovery that the nerves o f 
the d iffe rent senses were physiologically distinct. I t  asserted 
quite sim ply— and this is what marks its epistemological scan
da l— that a un ifo rm  cause (e.g., e lec tric ity ) would generate 
u tte rly  d iffe rent sensations from  one k ind  o f nerve to  another. 
E lec tric ity  applied to  the op tic  nerve produces the experience o f 
light, applied to  the skin the sensation o f touch. Conversely, 
M u lle r shows that a variety o f d iffe rent causes w ill produce the 
same sensation in a given sensory nerve; in  other words, he de
scribes a fundamentally arb itrary relation between stimulus and 
sensation. It is a description o f a body w ith  an innate capacity, 
one m ight even say a transcendental faculty, to  misperceive, o f an 
eye that renders differences equivalent.

His most exhaustive demonstration concerns the sense o f 
sight, and he concludes that the observer’s experience o f ligh t 

has no necessary connection w ith  any actual light. M u lle r enu
merates the agencies capable o f producing the sensation o f light. 
“ The sensations o f ligh t and co lor are produced wherever parts 
o f the retina are excited 1) by mechanical influences, such as 
pressure, a blow o r concussion 2) by e lec tric ity  3) by chemical 
agents, such as narcotics, digitalis 4) by the stimulus o f the blood 
in a state o f congestion.” 12 Then last on his list, almost be
grudgingly, he adds that luminous images also can be produced 
by “ the undulations and emanation w h ich  by the ir action on the 
eye are called ligh t.”

Again the camera obscura model is made irrelevant. The
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experience o f light becomes severed from  any stable po in t o f ref

erence o r from  anv source o r orig in  around which a world could 
be constituted and apprehended. And o f course the very inde

pendent identitv o f light had already been undermined as a new 

wave theorv o f light became part o f a science o f electro-mag

netic phenomena.
Sight here has been separated and specialized certainly, but 

it  no longer resembles anv classical models. The theory o f spe

cific  nerve energies presents the outlines o f a visual m odern ity 

in which the “ referential illusion”  is unsparingly laid bare. The 

very absence o f re ferentia lity  is the ground on which new in 
strumental techniques w ill construct fo r an observer a new 
“ real”  world. It is a question o f a perceiver whose very em p iri

cal nature renders identities unstable and mobile, and for whom 

sensations are interchangeable. And remember, this is roughly 

1830. In effect, the doctrine o f specific nerve energies redefines 

vision as a capacity for being affected by sensations that have no 

necessary lin k  to  a referent, thus threatening any coherent sys
tem o f meaning. M u lle r’s theory was potentia lly so n ih ilis tic  that 

it  is no wonder that Helmholtz and others, who accepted its em 

pirical premises, were impelled to  invent theories o f cognition 

and signification which concealed its uncompromising cultura l 

implications. But w'hat was at stake and seemed so threatening 

was not just a newr form  o f epistemological skepticism about the 

un re liab ility  o f the senses but a positive reorganization o f per
ception and its objects. The issue was not just how does one 

know what is real, but that new forms o f the real were being 
fabricated and a new tru th  about the capacities o f a human sub

ject was being articulated in these terms.

The theory o f specific nerve energies eradicated distinctions be

tween in terna l and external sensation, so that in te r io rity  was 
drained o f the meanings it  once had for a classical observer, or
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fo r the model o f the camera obscura. In his supposedly em pirical 
description o f the human sensory apparatus, M u lle r presents the 
subject not as a un itary “ tabula rasa,”  but as a composite struc
ture on w hich a w ide range o f techniques and forces could p ro 
duce a manifold o f experiences that are all equally “ rea lity .”  I f  
John Ruskin proposed reclaim ing the “ innocence o f the eye,”  
this was about as innocent as one could get. The observer is 
simultaneously the object o f knowledge and the object o f p ro 
cedures o f stim ulation and normalization, which have the essen
tia l capacity to produce experience fo r  the subject. Ironically the 
notions o f the reflex arc and reflex action, wh ich in the seven
teenth century referred to vision and the optics o f reflection, 
begin to  become the centerpiece o f an emerging technology o f 
the subject, culm inating in  the w ork o f Pavlov.

In his account o f the relation between stimulus and sensa
tion , M u lle r suggests not an orderly and legislative function ing o f 
the senses, but rather the ir receptiv ity  to  calculated management 
and derangement. £m ile Dubois-Reymond, a colleague o f 
Helmholtz, seriously pursued the possibility o f electrically cross
connecting nerves, enabling the eve to see sounds and the ear to 
hear colors, well before Rimbaud. It must be emphasized that 
M u lle rs  research and that o f psychophysics in the nineteenth 
century is inseparable from  the resources made available by con
tem porary w ork  in e lec tric ity  and chemistry. Some o f the em 

pirical evidence by M u lle r had been available since antiqu ity, or 
was in the domain o f common-sense knowledge. However, what 
is new is the extraordinary privilege given to a complex o f elec
tro-physical techniques. W hat constitutes “ sensation”  is dramat
ically expanded and transformed, and it  has litt le  in common 
w ith  how it  was discussed in the eighteenth century. The adja
cency o f M u lle r’s doctrine o f specific nerve energies to the tech
nology o f nineteenth-century m odern ity is made particularly 
clear by Helmholtz:
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Nerves in the human body have been accurately compared to telegraph 

wires. Such a wire conducts one single kind o f electric current and no 

other; it  may be stronger, it  may be weaker, it  may move in either d i

rection; it  has no other qualitative differences. Nevertheless, according 

to the different kinds o f apparatus w ith which we provide its termina

tions, we can send telegraphic dispatches, ring bells, explode mines, de
compose water, move magnets, magnetize iron, develop light, and so 

on. The same th ing w ith  ou r nerves. The condition o f excitement 

which can be produced in them, and is conducted by them, is . .  . 

everywhere the same. 13

Far from  the specialization o f the senses, Helm holtz is exp lic it 

about the body’s indifference to  the sources o f its experience 

and o f its capacity fo r m ultip le  connections w ith  other agencies 
and machines. The perceiver here becomes a neutral conduit, 

one kind o f relay among others to  allow optim um  conditions o f 

c irculation and exchangeability, whether it  be o f commodities, 
energy, capital, images, o r in form ation.

The collapse o f the camera obscura as a model fo r the status o f 

an observer was part o f a much larger process o f m odernization, 

even as the camera obscura itse lf was an element o f an earlier 

m odern ity. By the early 1800s, however, the rig id ity  o f the cam

era obscura, its linear optical system, its fixed positions, its cate

gorical d is tinction  between inside and outside, its identification 

o f perception and object, were all too inflexible and unwieldy 

fo r the needs o f the new century. A more mobile, usable, and 
productive observer was needed in  both discourse and prac

t ic e — to be adequate to new uses o f the body and to  a vast pro 

life ration o f equally mobile and exchangeable signs and images. 
M odernization entailed a decoding and deterrito ria liza tion  o f 

vision.
W hat I ’ve been try ing  to  do is give some sense o f how rad

ical was the reconfiguration o f vision by 1840. I f  ou r problem is
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vision and m odern ity  we must look firs t at these early decades, 
not to modernist pa in ting in the 1870s and 1880s. A new type 
o f observer was formed then, and not one that we can see fig
ured in  paintings or prints. We’ve been trained to assume that 
an observer w ill always leave visible tracks, that is, w ill be identi
fiable in terms o f images. But here i t ’s a question o f an observer 
who takes shape in other, grayer practices and discourses, and 
whose immense legacy w ill be all the industries o f the image and 
the spectacle in the twentie th  century. The body w hich had 

been a neutral or invisible term  in vision now was the thickness 
from  w hich knowledge o f vision was derived. This opacity or 
carnal density o f the observer loomed so suddenly in to  view that 
its fu ll consequences and effects could not be immediately real
ized. But it  was this ongoing articu la tion o f vision as nonveridi- 
cal, as lodged in the body, that was a condition o f possibility both 
for the artis tic  experimentation o f modernism and for new 
forms o f dom ination, fo r what Foucault calls the “ technology o f 
individuals.” 14 Inseparable from  the technologies o f dom ination 
and o f the spectacle in the later nineteenth and tw entie th  cen
tu ry  were o f course film  and photography. Paradoxically, the in 
creasing hegemony o f these tw o  techniques helped recreate the 
myths that vision was incorporeal, veridical, and “ realistic.”  But 
i f  cinema and photography seemed to reincarnate the camera 
obscura, it  was only as a mirage o f a transparent set o f relations 
that m odern ity had already overthrown.
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